THE FLIGHT CLUB HOLE IN ONE PRIZE PACKAGE PRIZES

PRIZE#1
Paragliding over the stunning Malibu Beach in Southern California
This is an incredible way to experience the tranquil but exhilarating thrills of paragliding. You will take from
the cliff tops looking over the beaches of Malibu. This is a tandem flight and you will take off with your
instructor flying in the cool ocean breezes of Malibu.
PRIZE#2
Treetops Resort 3 Day/2 Night Golf Package
Home to 81 holes of championship golf. Five distinctly different courses by renowned designers Robert
Trent Jones, Tom Fazio and Rick Smith offer one of the best collections of golf anywhere in the country.
This collection is the reason Treetops in Gaylord, Michigan has been named one of the nation’s finest golf
facilities behind only Pebble Beach and Pinehurst.
Package includes two night’s lodging in a standard room and two rounds of golf for two people.
PRIZE#3
Autograph Golf Lithograph Collection from renowned Artist Marci Rule
Artist Marci L. Rule specializes in painting realistic images of the country’s most prominent golf courses.
Marci has been painting golf landscapes professionally for over 16 years. Her work includes stunningly
realistic depictions of golf’s most famous holes.
This package includes the following lithographs:
Augusta - Golden Bell #12 This is the second hole of Amen Corner and has been called the most
demanding par-three by Jack Nicklaus, and others. Gary Player called this 155 yard par-three the toughest
par-three in the world.
Augusta - Azalea #13 This picture perfect 465 yard dogleg has produced more triumphs & tragedies than
any par-five in golf and has been considered perhaps the most marvelous in golf.
Pebble Beach #7 Pebble Beach, built on the Monterey Peninsula, was designed by Jack Neville. The 7th
green is located off the shore of Carmel Bay and is one of the most photographed holes in golf.

Prizes are subject to change and may not be exactly as stated.
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PRIZE#4
Taylor Made R11 Driver
TaylorMade changed the game by bringing the metalwood to the masses nearly 30 years ago, and today is
recognized as the No. 1 driver in the game and the industry leader in high-performance woods.
The TaylorMade R11 Driver provides extraordinarily forgiveness and easy launch. Expands the size of the
COR zone for increased ball speed on off-center hits. Adjustable weights optimize launch conditions for
control and distance.
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